Wall Street Blockchain Alliance Adds New Corporate Members
Leading Innovators from multiple industry segments join trade association
New York, New York (February 16, 2021) – The Wall Street Blockchain Alliance (WSBA), an
industry leading non-profit trade association with a mission to guide and promote comprehensive
adoption of cryptoassets and blockchain technology across global markets, is proud to announce
that Bitwave, Friedman LLP, NODE40, Polymath Network and Texture Capital have
recently joined the family of WSBA corporate members.
“We are privileged to have these industry leading firms join our organization. We look forward
to collaborating with them and our other corporate members to further the shared mission of
promoting comprehensive adoption of blockchain technology and cryptoassets across global
markets”, noted WSBA Chairman Ron Quaranta. “These firms are recognized leaders and
innovators in their respective industries, and their experience and thought leadership will be
critical to the evolution of blockchain and cryptoassets across the globe”.
New Member Statements
Bitwave
“Bitwave is the first complete solution for businesses that use crypto, handling everything from
deep accounting integrations (QuickBooks, NetSuite, etc.) to tax tracking, DeFi, and crypto AR /
AP. Organizations like the WSBA are an incredibly important part of bringing digital assets to
enterprises and traditional financial institutions, and we're very excited to be involved," said Pat
White, CEO and Co-Founder of Bitwave. “As the only enterprise digital asset platform to
entirely support DeFi, we feel it is important to be part of the conversation as Wall Street begins
to adopt these revolutionary technologies," added Bitwave Co-Founder Amy Kalnoki.
For more information about Bitwave, visit https://www.bitwave.io
Friedman LLP
Friedman LLP has been at the forefront of the digital currency and blockchain technology
industry since 2015. Robert Graham, Digital Currency Practice Leader & Partner, recently told
the WSBA “We are thrilled to kick off the year being part of a leading industry association in
which we can collaborate with many like-minded professionals in the space. We truly look
forward to partnering with WSBA and its members”.
For more information on Friedman’s practice, visit www.friedmanllp.com/industries/digitalcurrency

NODE40
“We’ve followed the Alliance for several years now and have been consistently impressed with
their professional insights and reasonable positions on significant movements throughout the
industry; be it responses to proposed rule changes or commentary on crypto accounting.
Choosing to join the WSBA was an easy decision,” said Perry Woodin, CEO of NODE40.
For more information about NODE40, visit https://www.node40.com
Polymath Network
Polymath is a leader in the security token space, striving to make it easy to create, issue and
manage digital securities on the blockchain. The company spearheaded the creation of the
ERC1400 standard and is now in the process of launching Polymesh, an institutional-grade
blockchain that is purpose-built for regulated assets. Greg Murphy, Director of Enterprise
Development, adds: “Security tokens are poised to change the way the world does business. It’s
an exciting time for blockchain generally, and we’re delighted to be working with the WSBA to
guide and promote the development of blockchain around the globe.”
For more information about Polymath Network, visit https://polymath.network
Texture Capital
“I have known Ron for several years and have always valued his perspective and leadership in
the crypto and blockchain space. The Wall Street Blockchain Alliance provides a valuable
industry forum to connect with peers, and to advocate for ongoing crypto and blockchain
adoption. Texture Capital is proud to be a member of the WSBA”, noted Texture Capital CEO,
Richard Johnson.
For more information about Texture Capital, visit https://www.texture.capital
About the Wall Street Blockchain Alliance
The Wall Street Blockchain Alliance (WSBA) is an industry leading non-profit trade association,
with a mission to advocate, guide and promote comprehensive adoption of blockchain
technology and cryptoassets across global markets.
For information about the WSBA, including membership, visit www.wsba.co or email to
info@wsba.co. For media inquiries, email media@wsba.co.
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